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Implementation and Considerations of ICH E5 in Asian Regions 
–Research-based Pharmaceutical Industry Perspectives

Du-Shieng Chien

Since 12 December 2000, Taiwan has been regarded as one of 
the first few countries in Pacific Asian region to implement the bridging 
study evaluation (BSE) of new drug applications according to the ICH 
E5 guidance. The main purpose for Taiwan regulatory agency (TFDA) 
to implement BSE system was to facilitate the process of new drug 
development and approval in Taiwan. The practices of BSE are to use 
foreign clinical data for Taiwanese population and demonstrate no significant 
ethnic differences in pharmacokinetics (drug exposure), safety profiles, 
PK-PD relationship, and clinical responses between 2-3 different regions/
patient populations, and therefore hopefully to minimize any unnecessary 
duplicated clinical trials conducted in Taiwan. 

The Taiwan Research-based Biopharmaceutical Manufacturers 
Association (TRPMA) established about 10 years ago (2012), is currently 
composed of 52 member companies, focusing on developing various 
types of therapeutic products, such as new drugs, regenerative medicines, 
medical technologies, digital health, etc. It also serves as a highly interactive 
platform for Government-Academia-Industry collaborations, and acts as an 
alliance with international partners such as PMA in US.  

TRPMA conducted a survey to investigate how their member 
companies used BSE process for waiving the clinical trials and thus 
speed up the drug development and approval. The survey questionnaire 
included which regions/countries should the TRPMA members had applied, 
interaction and effective communication between applicants and regulatory 
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agencies, types of drug products using BSE pathway, and post-marketing 
actions such as safety surveillance after the launch of products.   

Among 27 member companies in the New Drug Group of TRPMA, 10 
of them have been effectively utilizing the ICH E5 guidance to develop their 
new pharmaceutical products in Taiwan, China, Japan, and Korea. The 
recent survey revealed that the level of “Satisfied - Very Satisfied＂ was 
reported for the BSE submission in Taiwan, Japan, and Korea, whereas 
the BSE submission process could be further improved in China area. 
Interactions with regulatory agencies in these 4 regions are generally 
friendly, productive, and helpful.

Through BSE submissions, the approval rate of new pharmaceutical 
products, mainly for the small molecular drugs like NCEs, is found to 
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be high in Taiwan (~90%) and low in Japan/China regions (<40%). For 
those products receiving approval via BSE pathway, the post-marketing 
assessment is generally established but focused more on the incidences 
of safety events, rather than the therapeutic outcomes. Meanwhile, the 
National Health Insurance Administration (NHIA) has also initiated the HTR 
(Health Technology Re-assessment) activity on some newly approved drug 
products.

The overall feedbacks from TRPAM member companies appear 
to be satisfactory and endorsed that the BSE pathway and regulatory 
support be very helpful. Furthermore, when BSE seems to be applicable 
to the TRPMA members, TFDA/CDE agency provided the important early 
regulatory guidance and consultation to support the key process of new 
drug development for Taiwan pharmaceutical industry. The status of ICH E5 
guidelines and execution in Asian region is concluded to be positive.
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